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TRAINING SESSION

3 Ways to Receive & Turn

Receiving to Turn

Combination Play

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones

Intensity: 

10:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

Introduce three different ways to turn while receiving a pass.

Description

SET-UP: 20x10 yard grid. Two players start centrally on the endlines, while one player starts centrally on the

sideline. Ball starts on one endline, and additional players form line behind player with the ball. PLAY: Player on

sideline starts play by checking away and then towards player with the ball, who passes into his feet. Sideline

player receives across body, and plays opposite endline player, who dribbles at pace across the grid, to restart

the sequence. PROGRESSION: Middle player starts centrally. Passing player plays central player and applies light

pressure, while middle player uses 2-3 touches to turn and play opposite endline. PROGRESSION: Passing player plays

central player who plays ball back to passer, then gets wide. Ball is played back into central's player feet who

uses 1st touch to re-center and get turned before playing opposite endline. Passing player pressures after pass.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:Checking movement - first away then to the ballOpen body shape to see the turnReceive with foot furthest

from the ball1st touch to both cushion pass and set-up 2nd touch to be played acrossQuick glance to know the turn

is onTACTICAL:In the progressions... does the weight of the pass require a 1st touch, or can I let the ball run to

get turned?After bounce pass, can the central player re-position widely and quickly to see what the next phase will

be?Can my 1st touch eliminate the pressuring defender?
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TRAINING SESSION

2v1 + 2v1 to Endline

Receiving to Turn

Combination Play

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones

Intensity: 

15:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To force players to make decisions on how and when to turn when under pressure.

Description

SET-UP: 20x10 yard grid, with a midline. Attacking team plays 2v1 in both halves of the field. PLAY: Defenders

apply passive pressure to begin with. Two attacking players in defensive half play passes between them, until one

of their attacking players checks and calls for the ball. Pass is played into attacking half, where attackers work

on the 3 methods of receiving and turning from warm-up. Objective is to get out across the endline. Attacking

players in defensive half support the 2 attacking players by moving closer. PROGRESSION: Defenders go live! Once

ball is played into attacking half, it may only come backwards into defensive half once before being played forward

again. If defenders win possession, play is stopped and restarts with attacking team in their defensive half.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:Sharp, decisive movement off of the ballGlance over the shoulder to see defender(s)Proper body shape to

get turnedDecisive 1st touchProper angles of support from players off the ballPasses into feet!Go at pace in the

attacking 2v1!TACTICAL:Can attacking players recognize when to check and command the ball?!Can attackers identify

location of the defender prior to receiving pass to help inform their decision1st touch - can I get turned, or do I

need to use supporting players?Width and passing angles from players off the ball
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TRAINING SESSION

4v3 to 4 goals with transition attacker

Receiving to Turn

Attacking Principles

Combination Play

Counter Attacking

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones, mini-goals

Intensity: 

00:00 min

(15 x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To coach receiving, turning, and playing through the lines by using a numerical advantage within a small-sided

game. The transitional attacker allows for frequent opportunities to break lines and get turned in order to take

advantage of numbers up situations.

Description

SET-UP: 20x30 yard grid with a dotted line at midfield. Team in possession plays 2v1 in its defensive half. It is

2v2 in the attacking half of the field. 2 mini-goals are placed on each endline 2 yards in from the corners. PLAY:

The team of 4 try to possess and score in the two small goals. One defender may join the attacking half in

possession. Attackers must stay in attacking half. When the team of 4 loses possession, one attacker must go off.

The team of 3 send another attacker on their attacking half to create a new 4v3 advantage. They now try to score in

the 2 mini-goals that they are attacking. Play continues until one team scores twice, or a total of 3 minutes have

been played.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:Decisiveness of the movement off the ball - checking away, hard showPasses into feet!Body shape to see

the whole fieldGlance over the shoulder to see defenders1st touch - can it put the defender in a position to make a

decisionGreat communication - "Turn", "Man on"TACTICAL:Timing of the attackers runs to show for the ball - are they

early or on time?Awareness to either get turned or play supporting players based on position of the defendersCan

deep attacking players give good support angles once they have played one of the two higher attackers?How quickly

can deep attacking players get into the attack, and when?Can we create and exploit numerical advantages in

possession?Transitional moments for the defending teams - advance the ball quickly, get turned and get at the

defense
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TRAINING SESSION

4v4 + GKs

1v1 Defending

Defending Principles

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Pinnies, balls, cones, goals

Intensity: 

20:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To provide ample opportunities for defending in 1v1 situations, while in the context of a small sided game.

Description

Teams play 4v4 + GKs. A tackle that results in maintaining possession means that the player who lost possession

must step off until a goal is scored or the ball goes out of play. Play until one team scores, or for 2 minutes,

then rotate teams. COMPETE! Keep track of goals - 2 points for scoring while being a player up. 1 point for scoring

during even play.

Key Points

Are players applying the right pressure based on the situation?High press if we have good defensive numbers and

shape.Delay and try to dictate direction of play if we are numbers down.Areas of the field - are we defending high

up versus close to our own goal?Communication, communication, communication!Defensive effort and energy!
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